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In this paper we determine, by two simple matrices, the expansion of the characteristic 
polynomial of the matrices A, A + A+, A +A-, A--A, A+-A of a multidigraph, and we 
obtain some interesting consequences. 
We obtain new results and also new simple proofs of known theorems. 
1. Introduction 
Let r be a multi&graph, that is a directed graph with n vertices and m arcs, in 
which multiple arcs and loops are allowed, and let G(T) be the multigraph that 
we obtain if we delete the orientation of all T’s arcs. A(r)-or simply A-will be 
the n X n-adjacency matrix of r, where the i, j-entry is the number of arcs 
oriented from the vertex q to q. Let A’ be the diagonal outvalence matrix, in 
which aii = p+ is the outdegree of q, and similarly define the invalence matrix A-. 
Let M’ (respectively M-) denote the n x m 0, l-matrix in which mii = 1 if and 
only if the ei arc comes from (into) q. 
Since 
M++M-=X, M+-M-=D, (1.1) 
where X and D are the vertex-edge incidence matrices of G(r) and r respec- 
tively, we call M’ and M- semi-incidence matrices (out-incidence and in- 
incidence, respectively). Now if MT is the transpose of M, it is obvious that 
A+= M+M;, A- 4 M-M- T ,  (1.2) 
and that 
A = M+M;. (1.3) 
In addition, from (l.l), (1.2), and (1.3) it follows that 
A+A+=M+X,, A+A-=XMG, 
A+-A = M+D,, A--A =-DM-,, 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
where A’- A and A--A are the so-called ‘admittance’ matrices. 
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The previous relations enable us to determine, in a very simple way, properties 
of the matrices in (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5) and of the matrix XD,, where we apply 
the Binet-Cauchy theorem (indicated BC below). In another paper [5] we use 
these relations to solve some algebraic problems on line-multidigraphs of r. 
We remember the following definitions [6]: 
- outtree: a directed tree in which only one vertex (root) has p- = 0 and all other 
vertices have p- = 1; 
- infree: a directed tree in which only one vertex (sink) has p+ = 0 and all other 
vertices have p+ = 1 (we remark that an isolated vertex is both intree and 
outtree) ; 
- arborescence: a digraph that is composed only of outtrees; counter-arborescence 
is the converse; 
- weak functional digraph (w.f.d.): a unicyclic digraph in which every vertex has 
p+ = 1; contra-w.f.d. is the converse; 
- functional digraph (f.d.): a digraph composed only of w.f.d.‘s. Furthermore we 
call an f.d. odd (0.f.d.) if every component (0.w.f.d.) has the only cycle odd. We 
say that H is an o.f.d. (f.d., etc.) of r, if H is an o.f.d. and a subdigraph of r. 
2. Characteristic polynomfal of A 
A simple proof of the next well-known theorem is based on (1.3). 
Theorem 2.1. 
det A = (-1)” 1 (-l)ka, (2.1) 
where the sum is over all 1 -factors & of r, and ki is rhe number of cycles (including 
loops) of which & is composed. 
proof. If m C n, from (1.3), both sides of (2.1) vanish. Let m = n. Since, in M” 
and M-, there are exactly n entries equal to 1, these matrices are not singular if 
and only if p+ = p; = 1 (Vi). Hence, det A # 0 if and only if every component of r 
is a cycle. If r is a cycle, then det A = (-l)“+*. This is trivial for n = 1, and follows 
immediately for n > 1 since we can label the vertices (using the orientation of the 
cycle) so that the new adjacency matrix has the (n, 1)-entry equal to 1 and the 
(n, 1)-complementary minor equal to Inml. If r has k cyclic components, -yi, each 
of length 4, and with adjacency matrix A(yi), we have det A = n det A(yi) = 
I-J (-l)“,+l, so that det A = (-l)“(-l)k. If m > n, from BC, det A = 
1 det M+(r-,)det M-(ri), where the sum if over all spanning submultidigraphs ri 
with n arcs. Since det A =I det A(T,), the above considerations prove the 
theorem. Cl 
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We remark that every principal minor of order i of A is the determinant of the 
adjacency matrix of an induced subdigraph ‘of r having exactly i vertices. 
Applying (2.1) to these matrices, we obtain easily the well-known coefficients of 
the characteristic polynomial of A (see [3, p. 341). 
3. Characteristic polynomial of A + A+ 
Theorem 3.1. For any multidigraph r, 
det(A + A+) = 1 24, (3.1) 
where the sum is over all spanning subdigraphs ri which are o.f.d., and ki is the 
number of components of ri. 
Proof. If m < n then, from (1.4), it is trivially seen that both sides of (3.1) vanish. 
If m = n and det(A + A’) # 0, then M+ is not singular, so that every vertex has 
pc= 1 and r is an f.d. with components fl, f2,. . . , fk (k 5 1). In this case, 
obviously det(A + A’) =n det(A($)+ A+(fi)). We relabel the n, vertices of fi 
enumerating first (in the order) the mi vertices of its cycle ~iyi, then the vertices at 
distance 1 from the cycle, then those at distance 2, and so on. In this way, if 
Bi = A(n) + A’(yi), then 
A(f,)+A+Cf,)= [z z 3 1 
where, if yi is a loop Bi = 21,, and if mi > 1, Bi is a circulant whose first row is 
given by bl=bZ=l, b3=---=b,,,, = 0 (for mi > 2). Ei vanishes if fi = ~iyi, and in 
every other case is lower-triangular with diagonal entries equal to 1. Hence, in 
any case, we have 
det(ACf)+ A+(fi)) = 1-t (-1)““‘. 
This does not vanish if and only if the cycle yi is odd, and, in this case, the 
determinant is 2. It follows, since det(A + A’) # 0, that r is an o.f.d., and, in this 
case, det(A +A+) = 2k where k is the number of components of the 0.f.d.; 
otherwise if A + A+ is singular, r evidently has no spanning o.f.d. For m > n it is 
enough to apply BC to the product M+X, and to consider the previous results 
(the product of two corresponding majors is det(A(ri)+ A+(I’i)) where Z-‘i is 
related to the columns of those majors). Cl 
Corollary 3.2. For a multigraph G with adjacency matrix A and valence matrix A 
(euery 100p at ui adds 2 to both qj and Sjj), the relation det(A + A) = 14% holds, where 
the sum is over all the spanning subgraphs Gi of G each of whose k components 
haue one cycle, and this is odd. 
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Proof. If r is the multidigraph obtained from G replacing every edge with a pair 
of opposite arcs (and every loop with a pair of loops), A is also the adjacency 
matrix of r, and we have that A’ = A-= A. It is clear that every 0.w.f.d. of r is 
related to a connected unicyclic subgraph H of G which has the cycle odd. 
Conversely, each subgraph H of G is related to a pair of o.w.f.d.‘s of r with the 
same vertices and arcs except that one has the arcs of the cycle reversed. More 
generally, a spanning subdigraph of r, all of whose ki components are o.w.f.d.5, 
comes from a spanning subgraph Gi of G with ki unicyclic components each with 
the cycle odd. Conversely, each such subgraph G, of G gives rise to 2kl spanning 
o.f.d.‘s of r, each formed by ki components, and therefore adds 2ki2ki = 4kl to 
det(A + A). This proves the corollary. Cl 
Remark 3.3. From Corollary 3.2 it follows immediately that det(A +A) = 0 if and 
only if at least one component of G does not have any odd cycle. This, however, 
follows easily from the relation A +A = XX, and from the fact that the matrix X 
has rank n-k (k = number of components of G with no odd cycle). See [7] for a 
proof when G is connected. 
Now let cp(A+A+,A)=A”+c,A”-‘+... + c, be the characteristic polynomial 
of A+A+. Obviously c, = (-1)’ 1 det(A + A’), where (A + A’), is the submatrix 
of A + A’ whose rows and columns are indexed by the same r-tuple of vertices of 
r. Applying (1.4) and BC, we get 
c, = (- 1)’ 1 det MT det X, (3.2) 
where the sum is over all square r-submatrices of Mf and X whose entries are 
related to r vertices and r arcs of r. Let 5? be the subconfiguration formed by r 
fixed vertices and (not necessarily incident) arcs, with semi-incidence matrix M:. 
Obviously, det MT # 0 if and only if each of its rows (and columns) has exactly 
one entry equal to 1. This happens if and only if exactly one arc comes from every 
vertex of d. Moreover, X, is the incidence matrix of the configuration 3, 
contained in G(r), which comes from 3 if we delete the orientation of all arcs. In 
[ 41 it is proved that det X, # 0 if and only if % is obtained by deletion of exactly one 
vertex from every tree of an edge-subgraph of G(T), the components of which are 
trees or unicyclic with odd cycle. It follows that det M: det X,# 0 if and only if 58 
is composed of 0.w.f.d. and/or of nontrivial intrees ~0, whose sinks are removed. 
Theorem 3.4. If c, is the coefficient of A”-’ in the characteristic polynomial of 
A+A+ then 
c, = (- 1)’ c 2kl, 
where the sum is over all arc-subdigraphs of I’ which have r arcs and each of whose 
components is either intree or o.w.f.d., and where ki is the number of these latter 
components. 
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Proof. Let C!$ consist only of o.w.f.d.‘s. Then, from Theorem 3.1, we have that 
det MT det X, = 2kl, where ki is the number of. o.w.f.d.‘s. Now let d have only 
intree components 7;. In this case it is possible to interchange the rows and the 
columns of both A4: and X, so that the first becomes the identity matrix I, and 
the second becomes upper-triangular with diagonal entries equal to 1. This is the 
same as relabeling g so that the vertices at distance 1 from the deleted sinks come 
first, then those at distance 2, and so on. Finally we give each arc the label of the 
vertex from which it exists. It follows that det MT det X, = 1. Now let 3 have 
components which are either o.w.f.d.‘s or intrees ~0. It is trivial that with suitable 
rows and columns interchanges, we can put A4: and X, respectively in the form 
where M’(f) and Xcf) are related to the 0.w.f.d. components and M+(T) and 
X(T) to the intree components. The theorem follows. El 
Remark 3.5. From (3.3) it follows that all real eigenvalues of A +A’ are 
nonnegative. 
Remark 3.6. Obviously -cl = m,+21, where I is the number of loops and m, that 
of the other arcs. 
Remark 3.7. If r has no odd cycles, then, from (3.2), it follows that 
c, = (-l>‘fY, (3.4) 
where f; is the number of spanning counter-arborescences with r arcs. Particu- 
larly c,, = 0 and c,,-, = (-l)n-l~-, where K- is the number of spanning intrees. At 
last, from (3.4), we find that 
f=(-l)“cp(A+A+,-1)-l, 
where f- is the total number of the spanning counter-arborescences. 
4. Characteristic polynomial of A +A- 
Let cp(A+A-,A)=A”+d,h”-‘+. * * + d, be the characteristic polynomial of 
A + A-. The following proposition is the ‘dual’ of (3.1). 
Proposition 4.1. 
4 = (-1)’ c 2kl, (4.1) 
where the sum is over all arc-subdigraphs of r with r arcs whose components are 
either outtrees or contra-o.w.f.d.‘s, and k, is the number of the contra-o.w.f.d.‘s. 
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Remark 4.2. In particular, det(A +A-) =C 2kl where the sum is over all ri 
spanning subdigraphs, whose /q components are all contra-o.w.f.d.‘s. 
Remark 4.3. If r has no odd cycles, then from (4.1) the following relation holds: 
4 = (- l)‘fT, 
where f;’ is the number of spanning arborescences with r arcs. In particular, 
d,, = 0 and 4-i = (-l)"-'~+ where K+ is the number of the spanning outtrees. 
5. A--A and A+-A matrices 
Since the deletion of loops does not change the A--A matrix, we may assume 
that r has no loops. Since the sum of the rows of A--A is zero, all the column 
cofactors are equal and, as is well known, their value is given by Tutte’s ‘matrix 
tree theorem’ for a multidigraph [9]. We give here a simple proof of this theorem, 
from relation (1.5) of semi-incidence matrices. 
Theorem 5.1. The cofactor of every entry of the jth column of A--A is the number 
of spanning outtrees of r rooted at vi. 
Proof. The statement is trivial when r is not connected. Let (A--A),, be 
obtained from A--A by deleting the jth row and column. From (1.5) and from 
BC we have 
det(A-- A),, = t-l)“-’ c det Qnn-r det &f&-r, (5-l) 
where the sum is over all pairs of corresponding majors of the matrices obtained 
by deleting the jth row from D and M-. Given a nonzero term of the sum, let 
E,,-, be the set of the n - 1 arcs related to the columns of DO.),n-l and M&--l, 
and let r,,-, be the arc-subdigraph induced by E,,-,. Since det M&-r # 0, each of 
its rows has exactly one entry equal to 1. Thus, exactly one arc of E,,-, enters 
each vertex (except vi). Furthermore, since DO.),n-l is non-singular, it is not the 
incidence matrix of r,-,, and thus at least one arc of ~-i exits from vj. Hence, 
J’“-, consists of an outtree with, perhaps, a contra-f.d. But if there were a 
contra-f.d., then, after a permutation of rows and columns, DO.),n-l becomes a 
diagonal block matrix. One of these blocks is the incidence matrix of the 
contra-f.d., and, hence, it is singular which contradicts the hypothesis. Hence, 
r,,-, is a spanning outtree of r with root Vi which we henceforth call T:. 
Conversely, to every rt corresponds a nonzero term of the sum (5.1). In fact, let 
M&,-I and DO.),n-l be related to the arcs of a fixed 7:. By identical permutations 
of rows and columns these matrices become respectively the identity and upper- 
triangular with diagonal entries equal to -1. This is the same as relabeling all the 
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vertices of r except ~j: first those at distance 1 from ~j in T;, then those at 
distance 2 and so on; and then labeling each arc of 7: by the label of the vertex it 
enters. From the above, det DO.j,n-l det I$,.,-, = (-l)“-l, and the theorem 
follows. Cl 
More generally (see [2]), we have the following: 
Theorem 5.2. The value of the h-principal minors of A--A, whose lines are 
related to h fixed vertices of r, is the number of spanning arborescences that have the 
remaining n - h vertices as roots. 
Proof. If W is a subset of the set of all vertices of I’, and 1 s 1 WI = h s n - 2, the 
statement follows easily from Theorem 5.1 applied to the multidigraph I’, 
obtained from r by contracting the vertices in V-W to one vertex wO. Indeed 
A-(T,) - A(I’,) can be obtained by augmenting the principal submatrix of A-- A 
related to W by a row and a column corresponding to wO. 0 
The following proposition follows easily from Theorem 5.2. 
Proposition 5.3. The coefficient d$ of A”-’ in the characteristic polynomial cp(A-- 
A, A) is 
dT = (- l)‘f;‘, (5 .a 
where f: is the number of rhe spanning arborescences with r arcs. 
By (5.2) we also have 
Proposition 5.4. For a multidigraph r, cp(A--,A, A) = cp(A-+A, A) if and only if 
r has no odd cycles. 
Proof. If r has no odd cycles then by comparing Proposition 5.3 with Remark 
4.3, we get the polynomial identity. Conversely, if this identity holds, then r has 
no odd cycle, since a cycle of length r = 2k+ 1 would contribute -2 to the 
coefficient d, of cp(A-+ A, A) (see Proposition 4.1). Hence, we would obtain that 
d+-2+<dT, contradicting the hypothesis. 0 
We now examine the number K+ of the spanning outtrees of r, and we get, 
when CY = 1, an expression like that of Temperley [8] for the complexity of a 
graph. We use a method similar to that of Biggs [l]. Let J be the square 
n x n-matrix with every entry equal to 1, and let adj(A-- A) be the adjugate of 
A-- A. From Theorem 5 .l, we have 
(adj(A-- A))J = n(adj(A-- A)), J(adj(A-- A)) = K+J. (5.3) 
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Proposition 5.5. The number K+ of spanning outtrees of a multidigraph r is given 
by 
K ‘= n-la-’ det(aJ-tA--A) W’a# 0). (5.4) 
Proof. From (5.3) and the identity J(A-- A) = 0, we obtain 
(nl-J)(&+A--A)= n(A--A). 
We now take the adjugate of both sides of this equation and use (5.3) along with 
the fact that adj(nI-J) = n”-*J: 
adj(&+A--A)adj(nl-.T) = adj(n(A--A)), 
(adj(aT+A--A))n “-*J = n”-l adj(A-- A), 
(adj(cuJ+A--A))P= n(adj(A--A))J= n’adj(A--A), 
(crJ+A--A)(adj(crJ+A--A))P= n*(a.J+A--A)adj(A--A), 
n(det(cJ+A--A))J= n*aLT(adj(A--A))+ n*(det(A--A)I) 
= n*aJ(adj(A-- A)). 
Hence, from the second formula of (5.3), (det(d+ A-- A))J= naK+J; and the 
statement follows. 0 
If we apply the previous theorems and propositions to r’, the converse of I’, we 
obtain the following ‘directional dual’ theorems for A+- A. 
Proposition 5.6. The coefficient CT of A"-' (1 G r G n) in the characteristic polyno- 
mial cp(A’- A, A) is 
CT = (-U’f;, 
where f; is the number of the spanning counter-arborescences with I arcs. 
Proposition 5.7. For a multidigraph r, cp(A+-A, h) = cp(A’+A, A) if and only if 
r has no odd cycles. 
Proposition 5.8. The number K- of spanning intrees of r is given by 
K-= n-la-* det(aJ+A’-A) (Va!#O). (5.5) 
6. XZ& matrix 
Let T be a spanning directed tree of I’, and let v be one of its vertices. We shall 
denote by h 80 the number of arcs which we must reverse in order that T 
becomes an intree with sink v. According to whether h is even or odd, we shall 
speak of an even-intree or an odd-intree. 
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Let us consider the matrix XI&. From (l.l), (1.2), and (1.3), we have 
X&=(M++M-)(M;-&)=(A+-A)-(A--A,) 
= (A+-A)-(A+(r’)-A(r’)), (6.1) 
from which it immediately follows that the column sum of XD, is zero, and that 
the cofactors of the entries in a fixed row have equal values. 
Proposition 6.1. The cofactor of any entry of the ith row of the XD, matrix is equal 
to the difference between the number of the spanning even-intrees and the number of 
the span&g odd-intrees for vi. 
Proof. It will sufhce to consider the cofactors of the diagonal entries in XD.r. Let 
(XD,),, be the cofactor of the 1, l-entry: det(X&)il = C det XCnn-i det Do),n-l, 
where the sum is over all corresponding majors of the XC1, and Do) matrices 
obtained deleting the tirst row of X and D. It is well known (Biggs [l]) that 
det Do),n-l # 0 if and only if the arc-subdigraph r,-, related to the columns of 
Do),n-l is a spanning tree 7: We now relabel in increasing order all the vertices of 
T except vi: first those at distance 1 from vi (in r), then those at distance 2 and so 
on. Furthermore, we label the arc (v, v,) of r with ej, where j = max(r, s) - 1. In 
such a way we permute the rows and the columns of Xo),n-l and similarly those 
of Do),n-l and we obtain two upper-triangular matrices; the first has its diagonal 
entries equal to 1, and in the second they are equal to f 1. Every diagonal entry 
equal to -1 is evidently related to an arc of r which must be reversed in order 
that r becomes an intree sinked at vr. This proves the proposition for i = 1, and a 
similar argument works for i > 1. Cl 
7. Eulerian multidigraphs 
When r is eulerian, p: = pi (Vi), and so A+- A = A--A. From Theorem 5.2 
and its ‘directional dual’ we get the following: 
Proposition 7.1. Let r be an eulerian multidigraph, and let W be any subset of 
vertices of r. The number of spanning arborescences which have the vertices of W as 
roots is equal to the number of spanning counter-arborescences which have the same 
vertices as sinks. 
For ) W( = 1 we have, in the eulerian case, the equality between the number K: 
of spanning outtrees with Vi as root, and the number K; of the spanning intrees 
with vi as sink. Moreover, since the row sum and the column sum of A--A 
vanish, we get that K: = K; = nmlKc = n-lK- (Tutte [o]). 
From (5.4) and (5.5) and by taking A- = A+= A, we get the following. 
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Proposition 7.2. For any vertex uj of a eulerian multidigraph and for every a # 0, 
of = K; = n%-1 det(olJ+ A -A). 
Moreover, from (6.1) we get XD, = AT- A and also the row sum of XD-r is 
zero. The difIerence between the numbers in Proposition 6.1 is constant (as is, 
obviously, its sum). 
Proposition 7.3. For all vertices of eukrian multidigraph r the number of the 
even-intrees (and that of the odd-intrees) is constant. Moreover we haue: adj(Ar- 
A) = kJ where k is equal to the difference between the number of euen-intrees and 
that of odd-intrees for any vertex of ZY 
8. Digraphs and tournaments 
If r is a digraph, let r’ be the complement of r (that is the digraph which has 
the same n vertices of r and whose arc (Ui, vi) is in P if and only if it is not in r). 
Letting A(P)=A’and A-(r”)=A’-, we see that A’=J-A-I and that A’-= 
(n - 1)1-A-. Hence, A’-- A’= nl-.I-(A--A). Equation (5.4) with a! = 1 be- 
comes: K+ = n-l det(nI- (A’- A’)), and sirniiarly for K-. This gives the following: 
Proposition 8.1. For a digraph the numbers K+ of spanning outtrees and K- of 
spanning intrees are given by 
K += n-lq(A’-Ac, n), K-= n-‘cp(Ad-AC, n). 
In particular, if r is a tournament, we have A’= A-r, A’- = A+, A’+ = A-, so 
that we obtain 
K += n-‘@(A’-A, n), K-= n-‘cp(d--A, n). 
If r is a regular tournament of order n = 2 t + 1, A+ = A- = tl. From our results in 
Section 7, it follows that, for every vertex vi, 
K; = K; = -(2t + l)-‘q(A, -t - 1). (8.1) 
Lastly, since a doubly regular tournament, of order n = 4h + 3, has only three 
distinct eigenvalues (one, simple, equal to 2h + 1 and two, of multiplicity 2h + 1, 
equal to 2-l(-1 *ts) [lo]), we obtain using (8.1) with t = 2h+ 1. 
Proposition 8.2. For a doubly regular tournament of order 4h +3, and for every 
vertex vi, we have 
K; = K; = (h + 1)2h+‘(4h + 3)2h. 
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